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Mad science at its finest. Chemistry major, Elliot Torres has been unable to keep a steady job and eventually accepts a job by a rumored mad scientist Dr. Vlad Stein. Humorous hijinks ensue as their collaboration becomes epic.
An evil spell has been cast on the Queen of Maar and her Captain of the Guard will do anything to reverse it. Their only hope lies on an island half a world away a place known in myth as Isola, land of the dead. Gotham Academy creators BRENDEN FLETCHER and KARL KERSCHL reunite with series colorist MSASSYK and
letterer ADITYA BIDIKAR for a breathtaking fantasy adventure two decades in the making. Recommended for fans of Studio Ghibli and the work of Hayao Miyazaki. Collects ISOLA #1-5
Old blood feuds rise up from the past to haunt the ruling family of Karsgate Keep. Young Lady Elena must defy convention and assume her father's role, facing forces that threaten Akhara from outside its borders and worse yet from within. Collects FROM UNDER MOUNTAINS #1-6.
The long-dreaded war between the Federation and Arcanics is about to explode as secret peace negotiations are threatened and the Old Gods conspire. Now, Maika must choose her next steps: will she help her friends, or strike out on her own?
From Under Mountains
Monstress #36
Monstress #1
RWBY
Monstress: Book One
The Sophomore exam draws near as another year comes to aclose in RICK REMENDER and WES CRAIG's smash-hit series. COLLECTS DEADLY CLASS#40-44
War between humans and the hybrid Arcanics is poised toexplode across the Known World, but the wounds of the last war have yet to heal.Maika Halfwolf, a hardened Arcanic survivor, is on a mission to discover thesecrets of her past -- and to understand Zinn, the eldritch monster that livesbeneath her skin. But to find those answers, she'll have to figure out who shecan trust -- and who is poised to betray her. Collecting
volumes 4-6 of the Eisner, Hugo,Harvey & British Fantasy Award-winning series by MARJORIE LIU and SANATAKEDA, MONSTRESS, BOOK TWO is a deluxe, oversized hardcover brimming with morethan 500 pages of art deco beauty and steampunk horror that will make an elegantaddition to any fan's shelf. CollectsMONSTRESS #19-35 and MONSTRESS: TALK-STORIES #1-2.
The Eisner-nominated MONSTRESS is back! Maika, Kippa, and Ren journey to Thyria in search of answers to her past...and discover a terrible new threat. Collects MONSTRESS #7-12.
2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Writer 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Painter/Multimedia Artist 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Continuing Series 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Publication for Teens 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Cover Artist 2018 Harvey Award winner, Book of the Year 2018 Hugo Award winner, Best Graphic Story 2018 British Fantasy Award winner, Best Comic/Graphic Novel 2018, 2016, 2015
Entertainment Weekly's The Best Comic Books of the Year 2018, Newsweek's Best Comic Books of the Year 2018, The Washington Post's 10 Best Graphic Novels of the Year 2018, Barnes & Noble's Best Books of the Year 2018, YALSA's Great Graphic Novels for Teens 2018, Thrillist's Best Comics & Graphic Novels of the Year 2018, Powell's Best Science-Fiction, Fantasy, Horror, and Graphic Novels of the Year The richly
imagined world of MONSTRESS is an alternate matriarchal 1900s Asia, with an art deco-infused steampunk aesthetic that's brimming with arcane dangers. Within it, a teenage girl struggles to overcome the trauma of war, a task that's made all the more difficult by her mysterious psychic link to an eldritch monster of tremendous power--a connection that will transform them both, and place them in the crosshairs of both
human and otherworldly powers. Creator/writer Marjorie Liu (who made history as the first woman to win an Eisner Award for Best Writer) and creator/artist Sana Takeda present a deluxe, oversized hardcover edition of their beloved breakout comic in MONSTRESS BOOK ONE. Collecting the first 18 issues of the New York Times bestselling series, this massive edition features a striking new cover, as well as special extras,
including never-before-seen sketches, script pages, and more for over 500 pages of award-winning content.
Monstress Vol. 5: Warchild
Isola Vol. 1
Barnes and Noble Exclusive Edition
The Name of the Rose
Monstress, Volume 6

The deadly super-spy from IRON MAN 2, INVINCIBLE IRON MAN and CAPTAIN AMERICA in her own action-packed tale! Natasha Romanoff is not a super hero. And yet as the Black Widow, she manages to hold her own against a world of incredibly powerful enemies and allies. But now someone has tried to kill Natasha and almost succeeded. Now she sets out to find her attacker
with no suspects and no leads. Who could be deadly enough to get the drop on Natasha? COLLECTING: Black Widow #1-5, Enter the Heroic Age (8 pg story)
Monstress Vol. 2Image Comics
Reunited with family and old friends turned enemies will Maika still choose to stand alone or join the wolves?
A betrayed Maika hovers near death, and Kippa must navigate the intricate politics of the Dusk Court on her own.
The Tangleroot Palace
Blood, Sweat & Chrome
Wolf
Low
Monstress
Astonishing X-Men and Black Widow writer MARJORIE LIU returns to comics with artist SANA TAKEDA (X-23) for an all-new ONGOING SERIES! Steampunk meets Kaiju in this original fantasy epic for mature readers, as young Maika risks everything to control her psychic link with a monster of tremendous power, placing her in the center of a devastating war between
human and otherworldly forces. The adventure begins in a spectacular TRIPLE-SIZED FIRST ISSUE, with SIXTY-SIX pages of story and no ads.
Trapped in the labyrinth of her mind, Maika begins to unravel the horrific secrets she and Zinn have long kept buried in their memories—secrets that will change her life forever.
Pacific Rim: Aftermath is the official prequel series to the major motion picture, Pacific Rim Uprising. This hardcover edition collects all 6-issues plus bonus story and new material for the first time. PACIFIC RIM AFTERMATH THE OFFICIAL COMIC PREQUEL TO THE MAJOR MOTION PICTURE Legendary Comics invites you to return to the epic universe of Jaegers and
Kaiju with PACIFIC RIM AFTERMATH, the official comic book prequel to PACIFIC RIM UPRISING starring John Boyega. Santa Monica, 2034. In a city that was once the jewel of the West Coast, a new world has emerged: one rising up from the ashes of giant robots and giant monsters. In this futuristic aftermath, we will meet a new generation of survivors, including
Griffin, a Jaeger pilot who has gone from defending the world to piloting an illegal Jaeger enforcer for the Mech Czar, a techno-criminal overlord who rules the underworld with a steel fist. Set against this gritty backdrop of street gangs, Kaiju worshippers and Jaeger scrapyards, fan favorite Hannibal Chau shockingly returns with a dangerous new agenda. Meanwhile,
Jake Pentecost, son of Stacker Pentecost, arrives in the aftermath searching for answers behind the death of his legendary father. This all-new collected edition includes the 6-part series, the complete “I Am Pentecost” story, and unmissable bonus material for true Pacific Rim fans.
Set in an alternate matriarchal 1900's Asia, in a richly imagined world ofart deco-inflected steam punk, MONSTRESS tells the story of a teenage girl whois struggling to survive the trauma of war, and who shares a mysterious psychiclink with a monster of tremendous power, a connection that will transform themboth and make them the target of both human and
otherworldlypowers. About the Creators: New York Times bestselling andaward-winning writer Marjorie Liu is best known for her fiction and comic books.She teaches comic book writing at MIT, and leads a class on Popular Fiction atthe Voices of Our Nation (VONA) workshop. Ms. Liu's extensive work includes thebestselling "Astonishing X-Men" for Marvel Comics,
which featured the gaywedding of X-Man Northstar and was subsequently nominated for a GLAAD MediaAward for outstanding media images of the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendercommunity. Prior to writing full-time, Liu was a lawyer. She currently residesin Boston. Sana Takeda is an illustrator and comic book artist who wasborn in Niigata, and now resides in
Tokyo, Japan. At age 20 she started out as a3D CGI designer for SEGA, a Japanese video game company, and became a freelanceartist when she was 25. She is still an artist, and has worked on titles such as"X-23" and "Ms. Marvel" for Marvel Comics, and is an illustrator for tradingcard games in Japan.
Indigo Exclusive Edition
Monstress #7
Saga: Compendium One
Monstress Volume 1
Yungblud Presents: The Twisted Tales of the Ritalin Club 2
War has engulfed the Known World, and Maika Halfwolf is at its epicenter. As she and her friends grapple with the consequences of their actions, long-buried secrets and long-awaited reunions threaten to change everything. Join MARJORIE LIU and SANA TAKEDA in the newest volume of this Eisner, Hugo, Harvey, and British Fantasy Award-winning series. Plus, learn about the happier childhood days of Kippa and Maika in
MONSTRESS: TALK-STORIES 1 and 2! Collects MONSTRESS: TALK-STORIES #1-2 and MONSTRESS #31-35
In a world rife with monsters known as Grimm, the prestigious Beacon Academy trains the next generation of hunters. Tying in with the hit Rooster Teeth web series RWBY, follow the adventures of team RWBY, comprising bruiser Yang Xiao Long, elegant Weiss Schnee, stealthy Blake Belladonna, and courageous leader Ruby Rose as they protect the world from all manner of Grimm! Collects RWBY #1-7.
"When Snow White's party-girl sister Rose Red is apparently murdered, it's up to Fabletown's sheriff--the reformed Big Bad Wolf, Bigby--to find the killer. Meanwhile, trouble of a different sort brews at the Fables' upstate farm, where non-human inhabitants are preaching revolution and threatening the carefully nurtured secrecy of Fabletown"-Bridging the gap between the fifth and sixth arc (which resumes in January 2021), MONSTRESS returns with TALK-STORIES, a two-part limited series that invites you to eat dumplings beside the fire and listen as Kippa recounts a defining moment from her childhood.
Monstress #26
Monstress Vol. 2
The Wild and True Story of Mad Max: Fury Road
Monstress, Volume 7: Devourer

First in a stunning new urban fantasy series from an author who “NEVER CEASES TO AMAZE.” (BOOKLIST, STARRED REVIEW) Demon hunter Maxine Kiss wears her armor as tattoos, which unwind from her body to take on forms of their own at night. They stand between her and her enemies, just as Maxine stands between humanity and the demons
breaking out from behind the prison veils. It is a life lacking in love, reveling in death, until one moment—and one man— changes everything.
Humans and Arcanics are at war once again, but battlesof the heart and soul are the most dangerous of all. Caught in the calculatinggrip of the Dusk Court, Maika and Zinn uncover painful secrets of the past whileTuya fights to preserve her future -- and young Kippa might be the Known World'sonly hope for the present. Collects MONSTRESS#36-41
Now that Elly has a general idea of what her job is supposed to be, she is eager to impress (and hopefully not get fired). Ironically enough...
At long last, it's finally time for the THIRD massivehardcover collection of SAGA, the critically acclaimed sci-fi/fantasy seriesfrom the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES and writerBRIAN K. VAUGHAN. Collecting 18 of the most shocking and impactful issues fromthe epic tale of Hazel and her star-crossed parents, this deluxe
editionfeatures a striking, all-new original cover from Fiona Staples, as well asexclusive, never-before-seen extras. DeluxeHardcover format - 7.25"" x 10.875 CollectsSAGA #37-54
Monstress Volume 5
Monstress #33
Monstress #25
The chosen. Volume four
Monstress Volume 4
They're an elite group of teenage girls with magical powers who have sworn to protect our planet against dark creatures . . . as long as they can get out of class! Known as the Zodiac Starforce, these high-school girls aren't just combating math tests. They're also battling monsters--not your typical afterschool activity! But when an evil force from another dimension infects team leader Emma, she must work with her team of magically powered friends to save
herself--and the world--from the evil Diana and her mean-girl minions! From Kevin Panetta (Bravest Warriors) and Paulina Ganucheau (TMNT: New Animated Adventures, Bravest Warriors), this super-fun and heartfelt story of growing up and friendship--with plenty of magical-girl fighting action--delivers the most exciting new ensemble cast in comics! Collects Zodiac Starforce #1-#4
The next volume in the best-selling Eisner, Hugo,Harvey & British Fantasy Award winning series by MARJORIE LIU and SANATAKEDA! The long-dreaded war between theFederation and Arcanics is about to explode. Maika must choose her next steps:will she help her friends, or strike out on her own? CollectsMONSTRESS issues #25-30
2017 British Fantasy Award, Best Comic/Graphic Novel 2018 Eisner Awardwinner, Best Writer 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Painter/MultimediaArtist 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best Continuing Series 2018 Eisner Awardwinner, Best Publication for Teens 2018 Eisner Award winner, Best CoverArtist 2018 Harvey Award winner, Book of the Year 2018 Hugo Award winner,Best Graphic Story 2018 Hugo Award Winner, Best Professional Artist 2018British
Fantasy Award winner, Best Comic/Graphic Novel 2018, 2016, 2015Entertainment Weekly's The Best Comic Books of the Year" 2018, Newsweek'sBest Comic Books of the Year 2018, The Washington Post's 10 Best GraphicNovels of the Year 2018, Barnes & Noble's Best Books of the Year 2018,YALSA's Great Graphic Novels for Teens 2018, Thrillist's Best Comics &Graphic Novels of the Year 2018, Powell's Best Science-Fiction, Fantasy,Horror, and Graphic
Novels of the Year 2019, Hugo Award nominee Maikaand Corvin make their way through a warped and lethal land in search of Kippa,who is faced with her own terrible monsters. But when Maika comes face-to-facewith a stranger from her deep past, startling truths are uncovered, and at thecenter of it all lurks a dangerous conspiracy that threatens the Known World.Maika is finally close to getting all the answers she ever wanted, but at whatprice? With war on
the horizon-a war no one wants to stop-whose side will Maikachoose? Collects MONSTRESS #19-24. This exclusive edition includes aspecial poster by series artist Sana Takeda!
Maika must put aside personal betrayals and private revelations to defend the walled Arcanic city of Ravenna, the first major target of the Federation of Man. As the battle heats up, Maika and her friends each face difficult decision, forced to choose justice or mercy, security or freedom, family or society - and live with the consequences
Weird Times At Quarry Banks University
Blood Stain
The Iron Hunt
Warchild
Pacific Rim Aftermath
Bestselling new star writer ALES KOT teams up with white-hot artist MATT TAYLOR and the Deadly Class colorist extraordinaire LEE LOUGHRIDGE for an all-new SERIES! The crime noir thrills and characters reminiscent of True Detective meet with mythical stakes worthy of Neil Gaiman's Sandman in this original
fantasy/horror/crime saga for mature readers. Antoine Wolfe, a hard-boiled paranormal detective with a death wish, has to cope with sudden responsibility for an orphaned teenage girl who might be the key to the impending apocalypse California style. The road to hell and back begins in our first volume, priced at just
$9.99!"
Eisner-nominated MONSTRESS is back! Maika, Kippa, and Ren journey to Thyria in search of answers to her past and discover a new, terrible, threat.
The award-winning author of the graphic novel Monstress, in this long-awaited debut collection of darkly enthralling short fiction, takes us into the heart of the tangled woods - a place rife with unexpected detours, dangerous magic and even more dangerous women.
THE ULTIMATE BINGE-READ! Collecting the first nine volumes of the critically acclaimed, New York Times bestselling series into one massive paperback, this compendium tells the entire story (so far!) of a girl named Hazel and her star-crossed parents. Features 1,400 pages of gorgeously graphic full-color artwork,
including a new cover from Eisner Award-winning SAGA co-creator FIONA STAPLES. Collects SAGA #1-54
Zodiac Starforce: By the Power of Astra
Monstress Book Two
Monstress Book One
Deadly Class Volume 9: Bone Machine
Monstress: Talk Stories #1 (OF 2)

A full-speed-ahead oral history of the nearly two-decade making of the cultural phenomenon Mad Max: Fury Road—with more than 130 new interviews with key members of the cast and crew, including Charlize Theron, Tom Hardy, and director George Miller, from the pop culture
reporter for The New York Times, Kyle Buchanan. It won six Oscars and has been hailed as the greatest action film ever, but it is a miracle Mad Max: Fury Road ever made it to the screen… or that anybody survived the production. The story of this modern classic spanned
nearly two decades of wild obstacles as visionary director George Miller tried to mount one of the most difficult shoots in Hollywood history. Production stalled several times, stars Tom Hardy and Charlize Theron clashed repeatedly in the brutal Namib Desert, and Miller’s
crew engineered death-defying action scenes that were among the most dangerous ever committed to film. Even accomplished Hollywood figures are flummoxed by the accomplishment: As the director Steven Soderbergh has said, “I don’t understand how they’re not still shooting
that film, and I don’t understand how hundreds of people aren’t dead.” Kyle Buchanan takes readers through every step of that moviemaking experience in vivid detail, from Fury Road’s unexpected origins through its outlandish casting process to the big-studio battles that
nearly mutilated a masterpiece. But he takes the deepest dive in reporting the astonishing facts behind a shoot so unconventional that the film’s fantasy world began to bleed into the real lives of its cast and crew. As they fought and endured in a wasteland of their own,
the only way forward was to have faith in their director’s mad vision. But how could Miller persevere when almost everything seemed to be stacked against him? With hundreds of exclusive interviews and details about the making of Fury Road, readers will be left with one
undeniable conclusion: There has never been a movie so drenched in sweat, so forged by fire, and so epic in scope.
The next volume in the bestselling Eisner, Hugo, Harvey and British Fantasy Award-winning series by MARJORIE LIU and SANA TAKEDA! The long-dreaded war between the Federation and Arcanics is about to explode. Maika must choose her next steps: will she help her friends, or
strike out on her own? Collects MONSTRESS #25-30
A Hugo and British Fantasy Award-winning seriesÑand current Eisner Award nominee for Best Continuing Series, and Best Publication for Teens, with Marjorie Liu nominated for Best Writer and Sana Takeda nominated for Best Painter and Best Cover Artist! Maika has spent most
of her life learning how to fight, but how will she fare when the only way to save her lifeÉ is to make friends? Collects MONSTRESS #13-18
"Created by Rick Remender & Greg Tocchini."
Monstress Vol. 3
Fables Compendium Four
Saga Book Three
Monstress Vol. 6: The Vow
Black Widow
"A new war between humans and arcanics is bubbling to the surface. A rift in the sky has revealed the devasting potential of the long-imprisoned Monstra. And Maika Halfwolf is at the center of it all. Maika comes closer than ever before to the answers she's long sought--but those answers carry a steep price. As her friends and allies reveal long-held secrets and shifting allegiances, Maika finds herself at the mercy of the Lord
Doctor, a charismatic demagogue whose connections to Maika and Zinn run deeper than anyone could have imagined."--Provided by publisher.
In a border city about to be invaded by Federation troops, Maika finally begins to accept who she must become to survive no matter the cost.
The sequel to YUNGBLUD's first Graphic Novel
A teenage girl struggles to overcome the trauma of war in an alternate, matriarchal 1900s Asia that's brimming with arcane dangers. This task is made all the more difficult by her mysterious psychic link to an eldritch monster of tremendous power a connection that will transform them both, and place them in the crosshairs of both human and otherworldly powers. Creator/writer MARJORIE LIU (who made history as the first woman
to win an Eisner Award for Best Writer) and creator/artist SANA TAKEDA present a deluxe, oversized hardcover edition of their beloved breakout comic in MONSTRESS, BOOK ONE. This massive edition features a striking new cover and includes never-before-seen sketches, script pages, and more for over 500 pages of award-winning content. Collects MONSTRESS #1-18
Monstress #37
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